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CHAPTER 8

PROPAGATION EFFECTS ON INTERFERENCE

8.1 INTRODUCTION
As a result of the congestion of the frequency spectrum and the

geostationary orbit and the related widespread use of frequency
sharing, consideration of interference has assumed an important
role in earth-station siting and other aspects of telecommunication-
system design. Interference may arise between terrestrial
systems, between temstrial and space systems, and between space
systems. Attention is given here to interference involving space
systems, whether between space systems or between space and
terrestrial systems. Space-system earth stations, which commonly
transmit high power and have sensitive receivers, may cause
interference to terrestrial systems when transmitting and may be
interfered with by terrestrial systems when receiving. In addition,
one earth station may interfe~ with another. Also, earth stations
may receive interfering, unwanted transmissions, aswell as”wanted
signals, from satellites. Likewise satellites may receive
interfering transmissions from other than the intended earth station,
and terrestrial systems may_ receive interference from space
stations. In Sec. 8.2, some basic considerations are presented
concerning the signal-to-interference ratio for a single wanted
transmission and a single interfering transmission arriving over a
direct path.

In considering the problem of interference to or from an earth
station, analysis may be sepamted into two stages. In the first, a
coordination area surrounding the earth station is determined. This
area, based on calculating coordination distances in all
directions from the earth station, is defined such that terrestrial
stations outside the a~a should experience or cause only a
negligible amount of interference. To determine coordination
distances information on transmitter powe=, antenna gains, and
permissible interference levels is needed. For the earth station,
the gain towards the physical horizon on the azimuth considered is
used. When considering interference due to scatter from rain, it is
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assumed that the beams of the two antemas intersect in a rwion
where rain is falling. The coordination procedure is thus base~ on
unfavorable assumptions with respect to mutual interference. P

After the coordination area has been established, potential
interference between the earth station and terrestrial stations
within the coordination area can be analyzed in more detail. In this
stage of analysis, the actual antenna gains of the terrestrial stations
in the directions toward the earth station will be used. Also, it is
determined whether the beams of the earth station and terrestrial
stations truly do intersect, in considering scatter from ‘rain.
Terrestrial stations within the coordination area may or may not be
sub ject to or cause significant interference depending on the
factors taken into account in the second stage of analysis.

Two propagation modes are considered for determining
coordination area. One involves propagation over near-great-circle
paths, and one involves scatter from rain. Coordination distances d~
and d2 are determined forthe modes and the larger of the two values r.

is used as the final coordination distance. Determination of the two
distances is considered in Sees. 8.3 and 8.4. Interference between
space stations and terrestrial systems is discussed in Sec. 8.5.
Procedures for interference analysis are summarized in Sec. 8.6,
and certain practical matters about the siting of earth stations are
discussed in Sec. 8.7. - E

From the propagation viewpoint, interference between
terrestrial systems and earth stations is concerned very much with *
transhorizon propagation. In the late 1950’s and early i 960’s,
transhorizon propagation became of considerable interest as a means
of communication over long distances. The rather weak but
consistent troposcatter signals were and are utilized for this P.d
purpose. The stronger but sporadic signals due to ducting and rain
scatter do not occur for the high pementages of time needed for
reliable communication, and much of the inte~st in transhorizon
propagation at present is related to interference. Ducting and rain
scatter contribute to the higher levels of interfering signals that
occur for small percentages of time, and they are highly important
in interference analysis (Crane, 1981). The occurrence of ducting
is vividly displayed on PPI radar screens showing ground clutter
echoes. At times ducting causes ground clutter or targets

.
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to appear at considerably greater ranges than normal. Actually
there is no fixed normal appearance of the molar screen, as the
maximum range at which ground-clutter echoes appear fluctuates
continuously.

In this chapter, attention is given to propagation effects on
interference and to determination of coordination area, with
emphasis on basic concepts. Additional details are iven in
Appendix 8.1. $CCIR Re orts 569, 724, and 382 (CCIR, 1 86a, b,
c) and Appendix 28 to

f+
adio Re ulations (ITU, 1982) treat these

topics and have been ut~ m t e prepamtion of this chapter.
Person carrying out coordination analysis should ~fer to these
reports, especially to Appendix 28 for legal purposes; all of the
charts, tables, and other details of the Eports am not reproduced
hem. Instead an effort is made to provide explanatory background
material and summaries of pmcedums for use as an introduction
and rwference on interference analysis. The material in the CCIR
reports is subject to a continuing recess of revision and updating

ias a comparison of reports for i 97 , 1982 and 1986 indicates.

The procedure described in Appendix 28 of Radio Re ulations
must be followed in determining

?
*coordination area 1

requirements are to be met, he material of Appendix 8
concerning coordination area is essentially the same as that of
CCIR Report 382. Study Groups 4 (Fixed Service Using
Communication Satellites) and 9 (Fixed Service Using Radio-Relay
Systems) have primary responsibility for coordination area; Report .
382 is in Volume 9, prepared by Study Gmq 9. Reports 569 and
724, prepared by Study Group 5 (Propagation in Non-ionized Media),
represent its input to the coordination problem. As this handbook is
concerned primarily with propagation effects, we describe the
approaches of Reports 569 and 724 as well as the procedures of
Report 382 and Appendix 28.

8.2 THE SIGNAL-TO-INTERFERENCE RATIO

The signal-to-noise ratio C/X of a telecommunication link was
given in Chap. 1 in the form of

(C/X)d~ =  (EIRP)dBW  -  (LFS)dB  -  ‘dB +  (GR&~)dB -  k  d B W
-  ‘dB (8.1)
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In this s~ction, attention is given to a corresponding signal-to-
interference ratio, C/I. To consider this ratio, first separate
EIRP into PT and GT where EIRP stands for effective isotropic

Fradiated power, P
T represents the transmitted power, and G

T
represents transmitting antenna gain. Also the loss factor L

dB can
be separated into A (p,e), attenuation in dB expressed as a function
of ercentage of occurrence p and elevation angle 6, and the factor
-21 log 6 representing polarization mismatch (Dougherty, 1980).
As d varies form O to 1, -20 log J is a positive quantity.
Separating EIRP and L as indicated, CdBW by itself becomes I

cdBw = (pT)dBw +  (GT)dB +  (GR)dB -  (LFS)dB -  A(p,e) +  2 0  10@

(8.2)

For IdBW$ the interfering power arriving over a direct path, a .
similar expression applies, namely

ldBw = (pTi)dBw + (GTi)dB + (GRi)dB - (LFs)dB - ‘i (P>e)

+ 20 log di (8.3)

where the subscript i refers to the interfering signal. The quantity
GT i represents the gain of the antenna of the interfering transmitter
in the direction of the affected receiving system. A similar
interpretation applies to the other terms. Interfe~nce  due to
scatter from precipitation will be considered in Sec.
basis of Eqs. (8.2) and (8.3), the C/I ratio may be
follows.

(C/I) dB=(PT)dBW -  ~Ti)dBW+(GT)dB  -  (GTi)dB

+(GR)dB -  (GRi)dB +20 log(di/d)

+Ai(p,e) _A(p,9)  +2010g(d/6i)

D

8.3. On the
expressed as ~

(8.4)
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The term 20 log (di/d) arises from the LF- free-space basic
transmission loss terms which have the form of (4rd/A) 2, where d
is distance. In Eq. (8.4), d is the length of the path of the wanted
signal and di is the length of the path of the interfering signal,

For analyzing transmissions from space to Earth or vice versa,
the polarization mismatch factor d equals cos 6 where 6 is a
polarization mismatch angle to which there may be three
contributions such that

I e= eo+ei+e r (8.5)

I The angle 60 arises from geometrical considerations and can be

I determined from

I e. = dB -adA (8.6)

with 6B, the difference in back azimuths between the service path
(to the intended earth station) and the interfering path (to the earth
station being interfered with). The back azimuth is the angle to the
earth station measured from the north-south meridian of the
subsatellite point. The factor 6A represents the difference in
azimuths of the two earth stations, azimuth in this case being
measured at the earth station as the angle from geographic north to
the great circle path from the earth station to the subsatellite  point
(Fig. 8.1 ). The quantity a depends on the great circle distance Z
between the earth stations. On this topic, we follow the treatment
by Dougherty (1980) and reproduce two of his illustrations showing
60 as a function of B and A (Fig. 8.2) and B and Z as a function of

I earth station latitude and longitude with respect to the subsatellite
point (Fig. 8.3).

I The angle 6i represents the Faraday rotation of a linearly

polarized wave that may take place in propagation through the
ionosphere. The concept of Faraday rotation is not applicable to
circularly polarized waves. The relation for Oi used by Dougherty
(1980) is

e = 108°/f2i (8.7)
8-5
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Figure 8.2. The depolarization angle for linear polarization for a
potential interference situation (Dougherty, 1980).
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with f the frequency in GHz. This value of 0. corresponds to the
maximum one-way effect of the ionosphere for &n elevation angle of
30 deg. The subject of Faraday rotation is treated in Sec. 2.2.
The angle e represents the possible rotation of the electric fieldr
intensity due to depolarization caused by precipitation or other
effect. By definition , the cross polarization discrimination (XPD)
is given by

XPD = 20 log ( E**/EJ

where Et ~ is the amplitude of the copolarized signal (having the
original polarization and after taking account of any attenuation
along the path) and Elz is the amplitude of the orthogonal y polarized
signal produced by depolarization. The angle Or is tan-’ Ell/E12.

For determining the values of A(p, 0) and d in Eqs. (8.2) and
(8.3), one evaluates the service path under unfavorable conditions,
using the loss occurring for a small percentage of the time,
corresponding to p = 0.01 percent, for example. The interfe~nce
path, however, is evaluated with the minor losses occurring for,
say, 50 percent of the time. This practice takes into account such
possibilities as the wanted signal propagating through an intense
min cell while the unwanted signal follows a path which misses the
rain cell and encounters negligible attenuation.

8.3 COORDINATION AREA BASED ON GREAT CIRCLE
PROPAGATION

8.3.1 Basic Concepts

For determining coordination area, attenuation needs to be
estimated for the two modes of propagation of interfering signals
(CCIR, 1986a, b,c). Propagation mode one (mode 1), referring to
propagation over a direct near-great-circle path, occurs essentially
all of the time to some degree. The second propagation mode (mode
2) is primarily via scatter from rain and may occur infrequently.
In this section some general considerations are presented, and
propagation mode 1 is discussed. ,Scatter from rain (mode 2) is
treated in Sec. 8,4.
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In system planning, it is generally required to estimate the
relatively intense interference level which is exceeded for some
small percentage, p of the time (e. g., p = 0.01 percent) and also
perhaps the interference level exceeded for about 20 percent (P = 20
percent) of
low values

considering
the small
attenuation occur. H>re the concern is for the small percentages of
time for which the highest interfering signal intensities occur.

the time. Corresponding to high interfe&ce lev;ls are
of basic transmission loss Lb (Fig. 8.4). Note that in

attenuation due to rain (Chap. 4) concern was directed to
percenta~es of time for which maximum values of

The total loss factor, Lt, relating the transmitted interfering

power, P+,, and the received i
LL

Lt = PTiflRA

terfering power, PRi,  is defined by

(8.8)
R

An expression for the basic transmission loss, Lb, referred to above

can be obtained by a modification of Eq. (1 .2), namely from PRi =

pTiGTiGRi/LFsL* Identifying LFSL as Lb,

‘Ti ‘Ti ‘Ri

‘b ‘ L F SL =

‘Ri

E

(8.9)

*em ‘ F S  ‘ s
represents other
percent of the time’Eq. (8.8) becomes

“ &

the free-space basic transmission loss and L

system losses. In decibel values ~ferrin~ to P

[L@& = ~Ti)dBw  -

and Eq. (8.9) becomes

[Lb(p)] = (pTi)dBw + (GT)dB +

[pRi(p)ldBw

(G~)dB -  [pRi(p)ldBw/

(8. iO)

w

(8.11)
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[
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b

Figure 8.4. Correspondence between interference level and basic transmission
10ss. The interfering signal power will be above a certain level
for 0.01 percent of the time, as suggested by the arrow extending
upwards from the dotted line of Fia. 8.4a. The high interference
levels above the dotted line of F;g. 8.4a correspond to the low
values of basic transmission loss below the dotted line of Fiq.
8.4b.
above
basic

For 20 percent of the time, the interference level will he
the solid line of Fig. 8.4a, and the corresponding values of
transmission loss will be below the solid line of Fig. 8.4b.
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In Eqs. (8. 10) and (8.11), PRi (p) is the maximum permissible

interfering power level to be exceeded for no more than p perwent of
the time. Further information about permissible interference levels
is given in Appendix 8.1. The gains GT and GR are the gains of the
transmitting and receiving antennas. For deter-mining coordination

distance, the horizon gain at the azimuth in question is used for the
earth-satellite station and the maximum gain is used for the
terrestrial station, From Eq. (8,9), it can be seen that if GT = GR

= 1 then Lb = PTiflRi. For this reason, Lb is said to be the loss
that would occur between isotropic antennas.

The basic transmission loss Lb is seen to be the product of LFS

and L. For a line-of-sight path and for f~quencies  below 10 GHz,
Lb is roughly but not necessarily exactly equal to LFS. In any case,

LFS makes a major contribution to Lb The free-space transmission
loss was introduced in Sec. 1.1.1 and defined by

‘FS =  (4~d/A)2 (8.12)

where d is distance frnm the transmitting to receiving locations and
A is wavelength. At higher frequencies, the dissipative attenuation
associated with water vapor and oxygen may make si nificant
contributions to Lb. fAttenuation of the interfering signa due to

rain is not included in Lb for the low values of p normally

considered in applying Eq. (8.11) as Lb(p) then represents the low

values of basic transmission loss that can be tolerated for only small
percentages of time. When considering interfering signals, high
vahes of Lb can be readily tolerated. It is the low values of Lb that

are of concern. In terms of decibel values, Eq. (8. 12) can be
written as

‘LFS)dB = 20 log(4m) + 20 log d -20 log A (8.13)

m

where d and A are in meters. Commonly, however, LFS is

expressed in terms of frequency f rather than wavelength A. By

8-12
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replacing X by c/f where c = 2.9979 x 108 m/s, one obtains

(LF~)dB = -147.55 + 20 log f + 20 log d (8.14)

If f is expressed in GHz rather than Hz, a factor of 180 dB must be
added to the right-hand side of Eq. (6. 13), and if d is expressed in
km rather than m an additional factor of 60 dB must also be
included, with the “result that

‘LFS)dB = 92.45 + 20 log fGHz + 20 log dkm (8.15)

8.3.2 Line-of-Sight Paths

Although Lb may equal LFS approximately for frequencies below

10 GHz for a c~rtain range of values of p, in the absence of horizon
or obstacle effects, the actual received interfering signal on even a
clear line-of-sight path fluctuates due to the effects of atmospheric
multipath  propagation, scintillation, and defocusing and may be
greater or less than LFS. Thus although L of Eq. (8.9) has been

referred to asa loss factor, it must be able to assume values either
greater or less than mit y if. it is to be applicable to the situation
considered here. The variation of the received level ‘Ri ‘ith ‘ i m e

provides the basis for specifying ‘Ri as a function ‘f PO ‘or line-

of-sight paths, L can be expressed as Ao+ Ad - G and Lb is given
by P

(Lb)dB =  (L~+d~ +Ao+Ad-Gp (8.16)

where An is attenuation in dB due to oxygen and water vapor. (See

Fig. 3.1 b for attenuation due to oxygen. That due to water vapor
can be neglected below about 15 GHz. ) The coefficient Ad

represents attenuation due to defocusing

empirical factor in dB given by Table 8.1
greater (CCIR, 1986a).

Table 8.1 Gp of Eq. (8. 16) versus percent

p (percent) O.OO1 0.01

G p (dB) 8.5 7.0

8-13
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For distances shorter than 50 km, the values of Gp can be
proportionally reduced. To estimate the signal exceeded for
percentages of the time between 1 and 20, CCIR Report 569
recommends adding 1.5 dB to the value of LFS (thereby increasing n

Lb by 1.5 dB with respect to what it would ‘be otherwise). The

coefficient G can be taken to be zero for p = 20 percent and
greater. p

Attenuation due to defocusing results when the variation of
refractivity with height dN/dh’ (Sec. 3.2) itself varies with height
so that rays at different heights experience different amounts of
bending. Rays re resenting energy propagation, mys which we~

roriginally essentia ly parallel for example, may then become more
widely separated than otherwise and signal intensity is consequently
reduced. It develops that the variation of dN/dh with height h is
proportional to AN, the decrease in refractivity N in the first km
above the surface. Fi ure 8.5 shows attenuation due to defocusing “

fas a function of AN an elevation angle 6 (CCIR, 1986d).

A given path may be a clear line-of-sight path for certain values
of dN/dh (Sec. 3.1) but may have part of the first Fresnel zone
obstructed for other values of dN/dh. The effect of obstruction is
considered in Sec. 8.3.3. r!

8.3.3 Transhorizon Paths

Major attention in the analysis of interference between
terrestrial systems and earth stations of space systems is directed
to transhorizon propagation. The term transhorizon path refers to a g

path extending beyond the normal radio horizon for which diffraction
is a relevant propagation mechansim, as distinguished from a clear
line-of sight pathat one extreme and astrictl troposcatter pathat

Lthe opposite extreme. For transhorizon pat , a diffraction 10ss
term As (dB) must be added to the free-space 10SS LFS. In addition, .
account must be taken of ducting and supermfraction which can be
expected to occur for some percentage of the time,

8-14
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(the decrease in refmctivity  in the first km) for
various values of grazing angle 9 (CCIR, 1986d).
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A relation for the basic transmission loss Lb between
transmitting and receiving terminals which are both immersed in a

duct is (CCIR, 1982; CCIR, 1986a but with 92.5 instead of 92.45)

(Lb)d~ = 92.45 + 20 log fGHz + 10 log dkm + A
c

‘hd+yo i-~w)dkm+AS
(8.17)

This equation includes terms like those of Eq. (8. 17) for L, ~ except

that 10 log d appears instead of 20 log d. The basis for~~slng ~0
log d is that a wave in a duct is constrained in the vertical direction
and spreads out only horizontally, whereas in free space a wave
spreads in both directions. Because Lb for a duct includes 10 log d

coupling loss that takes account of ‘tie

leaving the transmitting antema are

y’s are attenuation constants, yd being

mther than 20 log d, ~ tends to be significantly iess than LCQ.

The quantity Ac rep~nts a

fact that not’ all the rays

trapped within the duct. ~
—a duct attenuation constant reported to have a theoretical minimum

value of 0.03 dB/km (Dougherty and Hart, 1979). The constants y.

and yw represent attenuation due to oxygen and water vapor,

respectively . The quantity As takes account of loss caused by
obstacles along the path. CCIR Report 382-5 (CCIR, 1986c) and
CCIR Report 724-2 (CCIR, 1986b), however, use, for Lb for

ducting,

. (L&j~ = 120 +20 log fGHz+Ydkm  +Ah (8.18)

The term y includes the y’s of Eq. (8. 17), and Ah is a modified

form of As of Eq. (8. 17). Equation (8. 17) has the advantage of
being closely related to the physical phenomena involved, but it has

.
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the computational disadvantage of having a term involving the
logarithm of distance and also a term that is linear with distance.
One needs to solve for d, the coordination distance for great-circle
ropagation,

E
and for this purpose Eq. (8. 18) has the advantage of

aving only a term that is linear with distance. The basis for the
conversion from Eq. (8.17) to (8.i8) is that the term 10 log d can
be approximated by

10 log dkm = 20 + 0.01 dkm 100 km ( d ( 2000 km (8.19)

Also the coupling loss Ac of Eq. (8. i 7) has been assigned the value

of 7.5 dB whereas in CCIR Report 569-3 (CCIR, i986a)  this loss
is given by a table showing it as varying from 6 to 11 dB over
water and coastal areas and 9 to 14 dB over inland areas. The
value of 120 is obtained by setting 92.45 equal to 92.5 and noting
that 92.5 + 20 + 7.5 = i20. The coefficient 0.01 of Eq. (8. 19) is
included as part of the y of Eq. (8. i 8), and y is then given by

Y =&Oi+Yd+Yo+Y~ (8.20)

The quantity As of Eq. (8. 17), expressed in dB, has the form of

A =  20 log [ 1 +6.3 6 (fdh)ii2 ] + 0.466 (f Cr)’” @2~)s

where f is frequency in G1-lz, dh is distance  tO the horizon in km) e

is elevation angle in deg above the horizon, and Cr is the radius of .
curvature of the horizon. If dh is set eq~l to o“s km and Cr is
taken to be 10 m, one ~ obtains the horizon angle correction Ah of

Eq. (8. 18), namely

Ah=2010g (i+4.5ft’2@)+fi’36 (8.22)

Figure 8.6 shows Ah as a f~ction of elevation angle and frequencY”

The factor yd is given by (CCIR, 1986b)

Yd =[c1+c210g (f+c3)]pc’ dB/km (8.23)

where the c’s have diffeqent values for four different zones and are
given in Table 8.2. The frequency f is in GHz, and p is percentage
of time.
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Figure 8.6. The horizon angle correction, Ah, Eq. (8.22).

Table 8.2 Values of Constants for Determination of yd.

c 1 C2 C3 C4

Zone Al “
Zone AZ
Zone B

Zone C

0.109 0.100 -0.10 0.16
0.146 0.148 -0.15 0.12
0.050 0.096 0.25 0.19
0.040 0.078 0.25 0.16

The zones referred to in Table 8.2 are

Zone Al: Coastal land and shore areas, adjacent to zones B or C,
up to an elevation of 100 m relative to mean water level, but
limited to a maximum distance of 50 km from the nearest zone
B or C area,

8-18
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Zone A2: All land, other than coastal land and shore areas.

Zone B: “Cold” seas, oceans, and other substantial bodies of water,
encompassing a circle 100 km in diameter at latitudes rester

ithan 23.5 deg N or S, but excluding all of the Blat Sea,
Caribbean Sea, Gulf of Mexico, Mediterranean Sea, Red Sea,
and the sea from the Shatt-al-Arab to and including the Gulf of
Oman .

Zone C: “Warm” seas, oceans, and other substantial bodies of
water, encompassing a circle i 00 km in diameter, and including
in their entirety the bodies of water mentioned as being excluded
frmm zone B.

The constant yfi for oxygen is given in CCIR Report 724-2

(CCIR, 1986b) in d~/km for f ( 40 GHz by

Y. =
6.09 4.81

0.00719 + + f/io3
f + 0 . 2 2 7 (f - 57)2+ 1.50

(8.24)

Attenuation due to water vapor can be neglected for frequencies less
than 15 GHz, and the expression for yw S therefore not-given here.

CCIR Report 724-2 includes plots for a graphical solution for
coordination distance for ducting, or great-circle propagation. We
do not include these illustrations here, but Eq. (8. ~ 8) can be solved

J
al ebraically for the distance d by making use of the accompanying
i ormation about the parameters appearing in it.

Troposcatter signals, resulting predominantly from
inhomogeneous scattering by random fluctuations of the index of
refraction of the atmosphere, are normally weaker than the
interfering signals due to ducting and super-refmction. However,
the tropospheric scatter si nals may be dominant for percentages of

!time between about 1 and O percent and for percentages less than
one when high
encountered.

site shielding (Ah values of 30 dB and greater) is

8-19



8.4 COORDINATION AREA FOR SCATTERING BY RAIN

For considering interference due to scatter from rain, one can
“Estart with a slightly modified version of Eq. (4.53) which refers to

bistatic scatter from rain. Inverting this relation to obtain a total
loss factor Lt, using GT, GES} RT, and RES to refer to the gains of

the terrestrial and earth-station antennas and their distances from
the region of rain scatter,  and replacing WT and WR by PT and PR
results in i i -.

‘T. (4~)3 RT

2  RESZ L1
Lt = —= (8. 2 5 )

‘R G T GES q V X2
i

In this expression, L is a loss factor (greater than unity if truly a
10SS), V is the common scattering vol~e, and q is the radar CI-USS u

section per unit volume. For Rayleigh scattering q has the form of

7rs ‘c-i 2

~=— z
A4

m 2 / m3

K +2
(8.26;

c
-R

where Kc is the complex dielectric constant of water and is a
function of frequency and tempemtn. When expressed in mmG/m3,
the quantity Z is related to rainfall rate R in mm/h for a Laws and
Parsons distribution of drop sizes by the empirical expression

z =. 400 Ri*4 (8.27) E
Physically, Z represents

?
dG where d is the drop diameter and the

summation is carried out or all of the drops in a unit volume. For
frequencies higher than 10 GHz for which Rayleigh scatterin does

%not apply, an effective of modified value of Z, designated as e, is
used for coordination distance calculations.

Usually the earth-station antenna has a smaller beamwidth than
the terrestrial antema. Assuming that such is the case and noting
that the scattering volume V is defined by the antema with the
smallest beamwidth, V is given approximately by
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.,

v = (Tr/4) 02 RF-2 D (8.28)

where 6 is the beamwidth of the earth-station antenna, RE- is the

distance from the earth station to the common scattering volume V,
and D is the extent of the common scattering volume along the path
of the earth-station antenna beam. Assuming a circular aperture
antenna for which the beamwidth e is given approximately by A/d
where d is diameter and making use of the relation between
effective antenna area A and gain G, namely G = 47TA/A2, it
develops that 02 = T2/G and

v = m3 RE~2 D/ (4 GE-) (8.29)

Substituting for q and V in Eq. (8.25) and recognizing that in q
I (Kc - l)/(Kc + 2) I has a value Of about 0“~3 (Battan~ 1973)s

4 4 RT2 L X4

Lt =
GT D A2 # (0.93) Z

(8.30)

Combining the numerical facto= of Eq. (8.30) and replacing ~ by
c/f results in

0.9 RT2 C2 L

Lt = (8.31)
f2GTDZ

Note that RES and GES have dropped out of the expression for Lt but

that RT and GT remain. Taking logarithms results in

(L~dB = -0.46 + 20 log RT + 169.54 + 10 log L

-20 log f ‘1O log GT -“10 log D- 10 logz

(L~d~ =  199 + 20 log (RT)km + 10 log L -20 log fG H z

- ! O log Dk m
-  10 log Zmm6/m3 -10 log GT (8.32)

The number 199 is arrived at from 169.54-0.46 + 60-30,
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where +60 is introduced when replacing RT in m by RT in km and

-30 is introduced when replacing D in m b~ D in km. Changin
5from f in Hz to f in GHz and from Z in m /m3 to Z in mmb/m Eintrmduce two 180 dB facto= of opposite sign which cancel out. The

relation of Eq. (8.32) can be modified to express D and Z in terms
of rain rate R. The distance D is taken to be given by

D = 3 . 5  R-0008 (8.33)
based on modeling of rain cells and assuming an elevation angle of -
20 deg as a conservative assumption. For Z, assuming a Laws and
Parsons distribution of drop sizes,

Z = 400 RI-4
(8.34) ~

Taking 10 log D, one obtains 5 -0.8 log R , and taking 10 log Z
gives 26 + 14 log R. Subtmcting  26 + 5 from 199 leaves 168,
and combining the log R terms results in – 13.2 log R. The .resulting equation derived from Eq. (8.32), after also specifying the
contributions to L, is

(Lt)d~ = 168 + 20 log (RT)km -20 log fGHz -13.2 R

‘iol O&@T -lOIOg C+ Yoro+r (8.35)

The quantity C accounts for attenuation in the common scattering
‘~

volume. The expression for C given in CCIR Report 724-2 (CCIR,
1986b) is

c= [2.17/(7r D)] ( I -10 ‘Yr D/5 ) (8.36)
where y is the attenuation constant for rain for vertical

E
~olarizarion [ Eq. (4.11) ], D, the path through rain is defined by

q. (8.33), and Yoro is attenuation due to oxygen. The distance
r. is an effective distance equal to 0.7 RT + 32 km for RT <340

km and otherwise 270 km. The quantity r represents attenuation
due to rain outside the common scattering volume. It is given by a
rather complicated expression in CCIR Report 724-1 and in the v
following form in the Report 724-2 (CCIR, 1986 b). *

r = 6 3 1  kRa-0”5’lo-(R+ 1 )0”19 .

8-22
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In Eq. (8.37), kRa is the same quantity as aRb of Eq. (4.11). It is
stated that this expression gives the largest value of r for
intermediate rain rates. This behavior is in contrast to that of
Report 724-1 which shows attenuation increasing continuously with
rain rate.

Equation (8.37) can be solved for RT, the distance from the

common scattering volume to the terrestrial station. The distance
RT, however, is not the rain-scatter coordination distance d2, as

R; is not measured from the earth station. The center of the

circle representing the 10CUS of RT (scatter iS assumed tO OCC~

equally in all directions from the common scattering volume) is
displaced from the earth station by Ad which is a function of
elevation angle e where

h (RT

- 4 0  )2

tan6=—=
Ad 17,000 Ad

and (RT -40)2 cot O

A d = ’ (8.38)
17,000

The basis for this relation is shown in Fig. 8.7. The grazing ray
from the terrestrial transmitter is assumed to graze the horizon at
a distance of40 km, and a k factorof 4/3 (Sec. 3.2) is assumed.

The expression in CCIR Repor t  382-5 (CCIR, 1986c) that
corresponds to Eq. (8.35) has the same form except that a gain GT

of 42 dB is assumed and 168-42 = 126 so that, for f ~ 10 GHz,

( Lt )dB = 126 + 20 log (RT)km -20 log fGHz -13.2 log R

-10 log C + -yOro + 10 log B (8.39)

\ where 10 log B takes the place of r but has the for-m of r for CCIR
Report 724-1 (CCIR, 1982).
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Figure 8.?. Rain scatter involvin~ a transhorizon  Dath from a
t e r r e s t r i a l  s t a t i o n  - -  A -

l --;-----—

will reach a height
1. A nzing ray at the horizon

5of~’! kro= (RT -  Rho~2/2kro
at the distance RT - Rhor from where the ray is

tangential to the Earth’s spherical surface. The
elevation angle 6 corresponding to this height h, as
seen from the earth station E, is tan-i h/Ad.

“N

“v

A
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Another variation of the equation for interference caused by
scatter from rain is

[L,  (0.01) ]dB = 131 -20 log (RT)km -20 log fGHz -10 log C

+yr - 14 log R + (Rt
- 40)2/17,000 -10 log Dkm (8.40)

0 0

This equation was in the 1978 version of CCIR Report 382 and also
in Appendix 28 in 1982. The loss in this case is for a percentage
of occurrence of 0.0 i. The 10 log Dkm term is retained as such

and the “5” referred to following Eq. (8.34) does not appear, so the
numerical coefficient of Eq. (8.40) is 131 rather than 126. AlS O
the quantity Z is assumed to decrease at a rate of 1 dB/km, and
this decrease is accounted for by subtracting h of Eq. (8.38) from Z
[ h = (RT -40 )2/17,000 ]., As it is -10 log Z that occurs in the “

original equation, Eq. (8.40) includes +h.

8.5 INTERFERENCE BETWEEN SPACE AND SURFACE STATIONS

Interference between a space station and one on the Earth’s
surface may take place, for example, when an earth station receives
unwanted transmissions from an interfering satellite as weil as
wanted transmissions from the satellite that serves the earth
station. The analysis of Sec. 8.2, presented there
introduction to the analytical aspects of interference,
directly to this case,. and some additional considerations
Because the spacings of satellites in the geostationary  orbit
as close as 2 deg, limitations on the uplink and downlink
pains off axis have been mescribed by the FCC. Uplink

as an
applies
follow.
may be
antenna
antenna

~ain is limited to 32 -25’ log 0, whe~ 6 is the off-axis angle in
degrees, for values of 0 of 1 deg and greater. For downlinks, the
corresponding expression is 29 -25 log 6. A different a preach to
combat interference, however, 1is to use the sprea -spectrum
technique. Small earth-station antennas can then be employed and
discrimination against unwanted signals can be obtained by using
code-division multiple access.
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Scatter from rain,’ which was not considered in Sec. 8.2 but
may also cause interference, can be analyzed by a modification of
the approach of Sec. 8.4 with RT and GT now taken to refer to the ~

interfering satellite transmitter rather than to a terrestrial
transmitter.

Solar power satellites, which would intercept solar energy and
transmit energy to the Earth’s surface as microwave radiation at a
frequency of 2450 MHz according to preliminary plans, present a
potential interference problem for communication satellite
systems. According to one analysis (CCIR, 1986d) based on likely
harmonic content, the interfering signal scattered from rain, even at
the fourth harmonic, would be comparable with the signal level
received in the fixed satellite service.

In the absence of precipitation, the signal on a line-of-sight path
from a satellite will be attenuated by the atmospheric gases and
pefiaps by defocusing but may experience a gain due to multipath m

and scintillation effects, for a small fraction of the time, as
mentioned in Sec. 8.3.2. The gain due to multipath  effects and
scintillation maybe assumed tobe zero for elevation angles above 5
deg and percentages of time greater than one percent (CCIR,
1986d).

8.6 PROCEDURES FOR INTERFERENCE ANALYSIS

8.6. i Introduction

Previous sections of this chapter have outlined the theoretical
basis for interference analysis, with emphasis on basic concepts. In
this Sec. 8.6, practical considerations, including procedures for
determining coordination distance, are summarized. .s

The procedures for interference analysis are subject to
continuing development and updating. The rocedures of Appendix

r28 of ‘Radio Re~ulations  (ITU$ 1982) carry egal authority, but the
may be revised in the future. (Resolution No. 60 of WARC-7 J
called for a revision in Appendix 28, and the 1982 version of
Report  382, uti l izing certain data from Reports 724, 563, and ~
569, has been proposed as a basis for any changes in the radio
regulations). The differences in the treatments of the several CCIR
reports are in detail and refinement and relate to what losses need

8-26
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to be taken into account and how to achieve the necessary
compromise between a satisfactory degree of accuracy on the one
hand and convenience and practicality on the other. A basic problem
is that the phenomena must be treated in a largely empirical way
and the available data bases are limited.

8.6.2 Off-axis Antenna Gain

For calculating the predicted intensity of a terrestrial
interfering signal at an earth station or of an interfering signal
from an earth station at a terrestrial station, it is necessary to
know the gain of the earth station antenna at the horizon at- the
azimuth of the terrestrial station (or for determining coordination
distance at all azimuthal angles). To determine the gain, one must
first find the angle of the horizon from the axis of the main antenna
beam at the azimuth of interest. For the case that the horizon is at
zero elevation angle, the horizon angle @, measured from the axis
of the antenna beam, is found by applying the law of cosines for
sides ofa spherical triangle, namely

Cos ($ = Cos es Cos (a - as) (8.41)

where es is the elevation angle of the satellite the earth station is

servicing , as is the azimuth ‘of the satellite, and a is the azimuthal

angle of interest. If the horizon is at an elevation angle 0, the
corresponding relation becomes

Cos $ = cos (3 cos 0s cos (a - as) + sin 0 sin $s (8.42)

Having determined & it remains to specify a value for the
antenna gain at this angle. If the actual antenna gain is known as a
function of O, it should be used. If the ain is not known and the

fantenna diameter to wavelen th ratio D/ is 100 or greater, the
\following relation, from CCI Reports 391-5, (CCIR, 1986f) and

382-5 and Appendix 28 of Radio Regulations, can be used for angles
@ in deg~es greater than that of the first side lobe

G = 3 2 - 2 5  l o g  @ dB (8.43)

If the D/A ratio is less than 100, the corresponding relation is

G = 52-10 log (D/A) -25 log @ (8.44)
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The same sources give relations between the maximum gain G
and D/A, that in Report 382-5 and Appendix 28 being max

2010g D/X =  Gmax -  7.7 dB (8.45) r
More preciesly and completely than stated above, Report 382-5 and
Appendix 28 give the following set of relations for D/A ~ 100.

G (0 = Gmax -2.5x 10-3 (D#/~) O< @<@m (8.46a)

W = G, @m <@(@r (8.46b)

G((#)) = 32- 25 log #1

G(#) = - 1 0

@r <@<480 (8.46c)

48°( (#) ( 180° (8.46d)

Wbe @m = (20)@) (Gmax .  G1 )0.S deg

G1 = 2 + 15 log D/A ( gain of fimt side lobe) (8.47)

For D/A ~ 100

G(Q) =G -2.5  X 10-3 (D(#)/A)2max o( @(#m (8.48a)

G (o) = G, @m <  @ <  100X/d  (8.48b)

G(@) = 5 2 - 1 0  log D/A - 25 log(#), 100A/D ( @ ( 48° (8.48c)

G(o) = 10-10 log D/A 48°< (#) ( 180° (8.48d) 9
For satellite antennas, CCIR Report 558-3 ( 1986g) gives the

following relations:

G (o) = Gmax - 3 (@/@o)z @o <@<a@o (8.49a)

G (o) = Gmax + L
s a @o ( @ < 6 . 3 2 $ 0  (8.49b) y

G(o) =G +  L  +  2 0 -  25($/0.) 6.3200 { @ ( 01 (8.49c)max s

G@=O @~<# (8.49d)
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where @o is one half the 3 dB beamwidth and #i is the value Of @

when Gmax = O. The parameter “a” has the values of 2.58, 2.88,

and 3.16 when L~, the required near-in side-lobe

the peak, has the values of -20, -25, and -30 dB,

8,6.3 Procedures for Determining Coordination
Propagation

For determining coordination distances d ~

level relative to

respectively.

for Great Circle

for great circle

propagation, i t  is  necessary to first  determine the basic
transmission 10SS, Lb, as defined by Eq. (8. 11), that can be

tolerated for the percentage of time specified (commonly 0.01
percent and perhaps 20 percent as well). The allowable value of Lb

is based primarily on factors other than propagation. The
quantity PRi (p) should be taken to be the maximum permissible

interference level for p percent of the time. Consideration of this
level is primarily outside the scope of this handbook, but material
from Appendix 28 of the Radio Regulations that refers to it is
reproduced as Appendix 8.l~e quantity GT refers to the antenna

gain of the transmitting interfering station. If the interfering
station is an earth station, the~ain towards the physical horizon on
the azimuth in question is to be used. If the interfering station is a
terrestrial station, the maximum expected antenna gain is to be
used. The quantity GR refers to the gain of the station that is

interfered with If the station is an earth station, the gain towards
the horizon on the azimuth in question is to be used. If the station
experiencing interference is a terrestrial station, the maximum
expected antenna gain is to used. Relations for estimating off-axis
antenna gain were given in the previous Sec. 8.6.2. For
determining coordination distance for installation of an earth
station, one can intially determine coordination distance in all
directions without regard to locations of terrestrial stations. In a
second stage of analysis after coordination distance has been
determined, the locations and gains of the terrestrial stations
towards the earth station. can be utilized to determine if an
interference problem truly exists.

Having decided on a value for Lb, one can solve for distance d of

Eq. (8. 17) from CCIR Report 724-2 ( 1986b) or for distance d of
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Eq. (8. 18). In Eq. (8.20), we show the coefficient -y of Eq. (8. 18)
as including a factor of 0.01 in addition to Yd, yo, and -yW based on

Report  724-2 (CCIR, 1986b).  CCIR Report 382-5 (CCIR, 1986c)
and Ap endix 28 of Radio Re ulations,  however, do not, to our

f —+knowle ge at the time of wmtmg, mclu e this factor of 0.01. Yet
Appendix 28 carries legal authority. A pe~on engaged in
determining coordination distances should obtain a copy of the
latest - ve~ion of Appendix 28 and follow whatever instmctions it
includes. Note that antenna gains were taken into account in --
determining the value of Lb of Eqs. (8.17 and (8. 18) but do not

appear explicitly in either of the two equations. The coordination
distance found from these equations is designated as d,. The

reports cited include descriptions of procedures for use wh& great-
circle paths cross more than one zone.

For zones B and C (Sec. 8.3.3), if coordination distances turn
out to be greater than the values in Table 8.3, the values in the
table should be used instead as the codination distance.

Zone

B

c

Table 8.3 Maximum Coordination Distance d ~
.

Percent of Time—
0.001 0.01 0.1 1.0

2000 km 1500 km 1200 km 1000 km
2000 km 1500 km 1200 km 1000 km

8.6.4 Procedures for Determining Coordination Distance for Rain
Scatter

For determining the coordination distance d2 for scatter by

rain, one must first find the total transmission loss Lt that can be

tolemted for some specified percentage of time, commonly 0.01.
This loss factor represents the ratio of the transmitted interfering
power to the received interfering power as shown in Eqs. (8.10) an5
(8.25). In addition, or alternatively, certain ap roaches including
that of CCIR Report 382-5 and Appendix J8 of the Radio

u
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Re~ulations, utilize the normalized loss Lz which is based upon the
assumption that the terrestrial antema in question has a gain of 42
dB. The loss Lz is reduced by 42 dB with respect to Lt for this

reason. For finding the value of Lt, use the definition of Lt of Eq.

(8. f 0). It is necessary to
PRi (p), considering it as

level for p percent of the

find values for PTi and to determine

the maximum permissible interference

time, and the procedure for doin~ this.
the same prbcedure as when working with ‘great circle propa~ation;
is given in Appendix 8.1. Note that, unlike the case for Eq.
(8. 1 i), antenna ~ains do not appear in Eq. (8, 10). Antenna Rains

‘ E S and G do-appear, howe’;er,T in Eq.’ (8.25)” which shov&” the

factors determining Lt

define Lt, which is what

When the required
determine the rainfall
specified percentage of
being considered. If appropriate long-term data are available”for
the location in question, it can be used. Otherwise one must use
one of several models which show the rain rates exceeded as a
function of percentage of time for the various geographical regions
of the world.

[as distinct from the quantities needed to

Eq. (8. 10) shows].

loss factor has been found, then one must
rate R in mm/h that applies for the
time for the location or climatic repion

Several such models are described in Sec. 4.3.3, and values of
R, as a function of percentage-of time exceeded, are given in Table
4.4 for the 1980 Global Model (No. 5 of Sec. 4.3.3) for regions
defined for the United States in Fi . 4.9.

k
The CCIR model,

described in CCIR Re orts 563-3 (CCI , 1986e) and 724-2 (CCIR,
f1986b) is also inclu ed in Sec. 4.3,3 as No. 8. Data concemin~

this model are presented in two
utilized are shown in Figs. 4.13
corresponding rain rates as a
exceeded. In addition, Pi s. 9.8

Fcontours of fixed values o R that
the time. The CCIR regions for
shown in Fig. 4.10.

wa .
-r

The re ions of the worl~
%.15, and Ta le 4.5 shows the

function of percents e of time
!- 9.10 from Report 63-3 show

are exceeded for 0.01 percent of
Canada as modified by Segal are

Once the values of L, ‘and R have been settled on, one can solve

for the value of RT, the distance of the rain scatter region from the
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terrestrial station, by use of Eqs. (8.32), (8.35), (8.39), or (8.40).
Equation (8.40) is that utilized in Appendix 28 of Radio Regulations
and must be followed if legal requirements are to be met. Refer
directly to Appendix 28 in that case. p

The value of RT is the radius of a circle centered on the region

of rain scatter. The center of this circle is displaced from the
earth station by the distance Ad of Eq. (8.38), and d2, the
coordination distance from the earth station to the circle at the
azimuth under consideration. “

If coordination distances for rain scatter turn out to be greater
than those shown in Table 8.4, the values of the table should be used
instead.

Table 8.4 Maximum Rain Scatter Distances (km).

Latitude (deg)
Percent of time 0-30 30-40 40-50 50-60 60-70
1.0 360 340 290 260 240
0.l 360 340 310 290 260
0.01 370 360 340 310 280
0.001 380 ‘ 370 360 340 300 ‘i?

8.7 SITING OF EARTH STATIONS

The siting of earth stations in basins or valleys surrounded by
hills is highly advantageous for minimizing radio interference. It is
recommended in CCIR Report 385-1 ( 1986h),  however, that the

.1angles of elevation of obstructions should not exceed about 3 deg in
order to ensure maximum satellite availability. Where sufficient
natural shielding cannot be found, artificial shielding may be
desirable. Radar fences built for sup ression of signals at low

!elevation angles have provided 20 dB o protection (Crane, 198 i ).
Placement of the earth station antenna in a pit is reported in CCIR
Report 390-5 (1986i) to have provided 25 dB of protection in the 4 m
and 6 GHz fixed satellite bands. Ducting has the potential for
producing the highest-level interference fields, but the effect of
ducting can be reduced by the measns mentioned. Other siting
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precautions mentioned in Report 385-1 include avoiding line-of-sight
paths between earth stations and interfering transmitters, avoiding
locating the earth station with less than a 5 deg discrimination
angle at the interfering transmitter between the path to the earth
station and the main beam of the interfering transmitter antenna,
and maintaining a minimum distance of 50 km when shielding of 3
to 4 deg is available. A distance of only 20 km is said to be
sufficient when the shielding has an elevation angle of 10 deg.

Reflections from aircraft can cause interference, and earth
stations should preferably not be located near areas of especially
heavy aircraft traffic. In the Federal Republic of Germany, some

- 19,000 events attributed to aircraft reflections were observed
during a period of 10,000 hours on a 1.9 GHz troposcatter link 420
km in length. The average basic transmission loss on this link was
about 236 dB but for O.i, 0.02, and 0.005 percent of the time the
losses were 216, 213, and 210 dB respectively. The low levels of
loss attributed to aircmft (CCIR, 1986a) show the advisability of
considering potential interference due to reflections from aircmft.

Although apparently not mentioned in the literat~, reflections
from flocks of birds can also cause interference, and the vicinit  of

1major waterfowl refuges or flyways should be avoided if possi le.
As far as the reflection of electromagnetic waves is concerned,
birds are like large blobs of water. They are thus effective
scatterers of electromagnetic waves and readily detectable by radar
at L band (e.g. 1-.5 GHz) and higher- (Eastwood, 1967). Migrating
birds commonly fly at altitudes up to about 3.6 km or higher.
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APPENDIX 8.1

PERMISSIBLE LEVEL OF INTERFERING E!lISSION

m

Information on the permissible level of interfering emission that is

included in Appendix 28 of Radio Regulations (ITU, 1982) iS reproduced

bel OW. Reference is made in the following material to two tables containing

detailed listing of parameters for the various frequency bands. These tables

are not included here, but notes 1 through 4 discuss the parameters and pro-

vide information about their magnitudes..

23 Derivation andtabuIation ofinte&enceparamete~

23.1 Permissible level of the interjhing emission

The permissible level of the interfering emission (dBW) in the reference
bandwidth, to be exceeded for no more than pYo of the time at the output  of the
receiving antenna of a station subject to interfercn~  from each source of inter-
ference, is given by the general formula below:

g(p) - lolog(k~B)  +J+h.f(p)- w (3)
where:

M(p) = Af(~/n) - hf~(pO) (4)

with :

k: - Boltzmann’s  catstant (138 x 10-D  J/K);
lJ thermal noise temperature of the receiving system (K), at the

output of the receiving antenna (see Nole J);

B: reference bandwidth (Hz) (bandwidth of the interfered-with
system over which the power of the interfering emission an be
● veraged) ;

J: ratio (dB) of the permissible long term (2CW of the time) intcr-
fuing  emission power to the thermal noise power of the
receiving system, referred to the output terminals of the
receiving antenna (see Note 2);
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pot percentage of the time during which the interference from all
sources may exceed the permissible value;

n: number of expected cntri~ of in[erfercnce, assumed to be
uncorrelatcd;

P: percentage of the time during which the interfercna from one
source may exceed the permissible value; since the entries of
intcrferena are not likely to wxur  simultaneously: p - pO/n:

Afo(~):  ratio (dB) between the permissible powers of the interfering
emission, during po% and 200/0 of the tim~ respectively, for all
entries of interfercna (see Now 3);

M(p): ratio (dB) between the permissible powers of the interfering
emission during p?io of the time for one entry of interference,
and during 20% of the time for all entries of interference;

w: quivalcncc  factor (dB) relating interference from interfering
emissions to that caused by the introduction of additional
thermal noise of qual power in the rcfercncc  bandwidth. It is
positive when the interfering emissions would cause more
degradation than thermal noise (see Nore 4).

Tables I and 11 list values for the above parameters.

In cmain cas~ an administration may have reason to believe thag for
ks specific earth station, a departure from the values associated with the earth
station, as listed in Table 11, may be justified. Attention is drawn to the fact that
for specific systems the bandwidths B or, as for instance in the case of demand
assignment system% the percentages of the time p and p. may have to be
changed from the values given in Table II. For further information see $2.32.

Nore /: The noise tcmpcnturc,  in kclvins  of the rcaiving system, referred to the
output tcnninais of the receiving antenn& may be dctcnnincd from:

z- &+(e-l)290+e& (54

what:

Z: noise tcrnpcraturc  (K) contniutcd by the receiving antenna;

e: numerical loss m the transmission line (cg. s wavcguide) bctwccn
antenna and rtaivcr front cnd:

?J noise tcmpmature (K) of the H-W front en~ inctuding all successive
stages, referral to the front end input-
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For radbrdxy  rsceivcts and where the wavcgukk loss of a receiving earth
Uationi  srtotknown.a vxlueofe -  l.Oistobcuscd.

Nofc 2: The faaor J (dB) is dcfmtxl as ths ratio of total permissible long term
(20% of the time) power of interfering crntiIorts in the system, to the long term
thermal radio frequency noise power in 8 single receiver. Itt the computation of
this factor, the interfering emission is considered to have ● flat power ~
~, its U sfxUnun shape being taken into account by the factor W (ace
below). For example. in ● SO-hop tmcswid  hypothetical rcfcrcnoc arati~  the
total aflowabk addiuvc  intcrfercn~ power is 1000 pWOp (CCIR Rccommcrtda-
tion 357.3) and ths man thermal noise power in ● single hop maybe assumed to
be 25 pWOp. Thcmf~ * in ● frcqwtwy-divixion multiplex/fmqucrtcy  modtt-
lation (FDM/FM) sysssm the ratio of a flat interfering noise power to the thermal
tsoiss powsT in tbs suns rcfcrat=  band is the same before and after dcrrtodula-
tio~ J is givaI by tbc sum 1 000/25 expressed in dB, i.e.. J . 16 dB. In ● fixcd-
aaIdiits scrvia  symam tits total allowable irttafcrcrtos power is also I OCU)  pWOp
(CCIR R~3564 but the Utcnttal noise contribution of the down-
iiStkiSnOt hkXtytDUX9d ?~pW@, kSKXJ  ● -B.5dB.

ln&@M~ti~km-dmd~=rn-ti*tit
arorratcoriss~ soucasc. while the bit error rate irtcxcase is additive
in s rdsrsmm ~ -W tandem Iirt@ the mdio frequency power of
interfering ~~rsatoauch bitxrrorrateinuasc  isnotadditivq
bemltsc bilcrror *m Maiinsar fttrtction oftbckvxl Ofthcradio frcqttatcy
fmwcr of interf~ ~Thtw it may be necssary  to protcu each re&vcr
individually. Fos ~~Y SYSIXSSIS oPI=@ *VC 10 G* ~d for ~1
digital satdhts ~ & long term intcrfcrcna power may be of the same
osdsTofsttagnitu&  mtikmgtamthttmal n~batcc J. OdB. Fordi@al
radio-rday  Systxms ~ bcfow 10 GHz  long tcntr irttdcrcn=  POW
should na dcmaas tbs-vcr fadcmargirt  byrssorcthanl  dB. llmsthckmg
tertrtintcsfcrasoc powcT&rstldbc  about 6dBbclow tbctbssmai ttoiscpowcr
andhena  J- -6dB.

-7L,
Nutc 3: Mo(~) (dB) is ths “inwrfcrcna margin” bctwscn the short term (po%)
and the iottg tam (20%) allowable powers of an intcrfairts anissiom

For attalogue radbrdxy  and ftxcd-satdlite systssrss in bands between
lGHxartd  15 GHLthis isaqualtothc  ratio (dB)bawectt  50000 and
I (UK) pWOp(17 dB).

In ths a of digital systcnM syxtern performance at frequencies ● bove
10 GHxtamirt  mostamsofthc wor&LttscfuUy bcdcfsncd a$thcpcroerttxgeof
thctirrtc ~forwhich  thcwantedaignal  isallowcd  lodropbcfow  itxopcrxtirtg
thrxahold  defined by ● given bit error mte  During non-faded operation of the
aystenL the desired signal will cxceod its threshold level by some margin M,
whidtdcpcnds  onthcrairt dirnatc inwhidtthc  atadott opcrU=llwucatcrtMs
ma@L*gf==*-~d&  isstxrfairtg xsnissiotrwhi dlwould

r
L
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degrade the system to thr~hold performana. As a first order estimate it may be
assumed tha~ for small pcrccnwgcs  of the time (of the order of 0.001 % to
0.003%), the level of interfering emissions may be allowed to qual  the thcnnal
noise which exists at the demodulator input during faded conditions. Thus, M. in
Tables 1 and 11 may, for digital systems operating above 10 GHL be assumed to
be qual  10 the fade margin M, of the syslem. For digital radio-relay systems
operating below 10 GHz it is assumed that  the short wrrr power of an interfering
emission can be allowed to exceed the long term power of the interfering cmis-
aion by an amount qual to the fade margin of the system minus J, i.e. 41 dB,
whcrc J- -6dB.

NoIe 4: The faaor W (dB) is the ratio of radio frequency thermal noise power to
the power of an intetienng emission in the rcfercncc bandwidth when both pro-
dua the same intcrfcrenm  after demodulation (e.g. in a FDM/FM  system it
would be cxpresscd for qual  voim channel performance: in a digital system it
would be expressed for qual bit error probabilities). For FM signa~ it is defined
as follows:

w - Ioiog

‘fherttral  noise power at
the output of the rcaiving
● ntenna in the reference
bandwidth x
Power of the interfering
emission ● t the radio fre-
quency in the referenm
bandwidth at the output
of the receiving antenna

Intcrfcrcnoc  oower in the
rcociving sys&rr after dc-
modsslation

Thermal noise power in
the rcaiving system after
demodulation

(5b)

The factor W depends on the charatmwiatics of the wanted and the itstcr-
fcring signals To avoid the need for considering a wide range of charaacristiq
upper limit values were determined for the faaor W. When the wanted signal
uses frequency modulation with r.m.s. modulation indices which are greater than
unity, W is not higher than 4 dB. 1ss such ~ a amscrvative figure of 4 dB will
be used for she factor Win (3), regardless of the characteristics of the interfering
signal. For low-index FDM/FM systems ● very small rcfcrena  bandwidth
(4 kHz) implies ValUCS or W not greater than O dB. 1ss such cases, ● conservative
figure of O dB will be used for Win (3), regardless of the cfsaraacristics of the
interfering signaf.

When the wanted signal is digital, W is usually qual  to or less than O dB,
rcgardlcs of the charaacriatica  of the inteticritsg signal.
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